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Calcul du sous espace singulier associ�e aux plus

petites valeurs singuli�eres de matrices creuses de

grande taille

R�esum�e � Nous comparons la m�ethode de Lanczos par blocs et la m�e�
thode de Davidson pour calculer le sous�espace singulier associ�e aux plus
petites valeurs singuli�eres de matrices creuses de grande taille� Nous intro�
duisons une modi�cation sur la m�ethode de Davidson qui se r�ev�ele e�cace
par rapport aux deux m�ethodes pr�ec�edentes�
Mots�cl�e � m�ethode de Lanczos par blocs� m�ethode de Davidson� SVD�
pr�econditionnement� matrices creuses�
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� Introduction

In this paper� we consider the problem of computing a few smallest singular
values and the associated singular vectors of a large sparse m� n �m � n�
rectangular matrix� This problem has attracted a great deal of interest from
a variety of perspectives ��� �� 
� �� ��� Among the examples mentioned in
these references� one can cite seismic tomography where the smallest singular
values and their corresponding singular vectors are required� In total least
square applications� one is interested in solving the linear system Ax � b

by transforming it to the linear homogeneous system �A� b�

�
x

��

�
� ��

where only the computation of the right singular vectors of the appended
matrix �A� b� associated with its zero singular value is required � However� the
algorithms discussed there are either not suitable for large matrices or give
e�cient approximations only for the largest singular values� If the size of the
matrix A is extremely large� it is not possible to rely upon the Singular Value
Decomposition algorithm ��� due to the expense of storage requirements and
the high computational cost� An alternative way to proceed for solving our

problem is to apply the Lanczos method ���� to the matrixB �

�
� A

AT �

�
�

The eigenvalues of B are ��i�A�� i � �� � � � � n the singular values of A� with
m�n additional zeros� This approachmight not be e�cient since the smallest
singular values of A lie in the interior of the spectrum of B� and this part of
the spectrum is usually the most di�cult to compute for Lanczos� method�
The second approach is to apply the Lanczos method to �nd the smallest
eigenpairs of the matrix ATA� The rate of convergence for the smallest

eigenvalue ��� of A
TA is governed by the gap ratio � �

��
�
���

�

��n��
�
�

���� where

�� and �n are respectively the second and the largest singular values of A�
The smallest is this gap ratio� the slower is the convergence� If �� and �� are
very small compared to �n� then � is much smaller than

�����
�n���

which would

be the ideal gap ratio� Therefore the smallest eigenvalues of ATA becomes
smaller and closer and in this case one cannot expect fast convergence�

An other approach which might be of interest is Davidson�s method �	��
���� �� applied to ATA� Davidson�s method does exhibit the same behaviour
as Lanczos� method� but it is less sensitive to the distribution of eigenvalues�
However� to be e�cient� Davidson�s method needs a good preconditioner�
The main di�erence between Lanczos and Davidson methods is that the
former �nds several eigenvalues from one Krylov subspace whereas the latter
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adapts separately the vectors from which the eigenvectors are computed�
The aim of this paper is to compare these two methods� namely the block
Lanczos and the block Davidson methods applied to ATA for computing
the right singular vectors corresponding to the smallest singular values of A�
One advantage of these two methods over the classical SVD method is that
the �large� original matrix is not altered and that little storage is required
since only block matrix�vector multiplications are computed�

Since the smallest eigenvalues of ATA can become closer� we choose to
use a block version for the two algorithms� The block strategy although much
more expensive than the standard one� is accepted because of the following
reasons�

� It may improve the numerical e�ciency� Lanczos with block size l can
compute close eigenvalues and eigenvalues of multiplicity less than l whereas
the standard Lanczos algorithm may not� For Davidson�s method� only the
block version allows the computation of several eigenpairs at the same time�

� It involves BLAS  primitives which are more e�cient for memory
management and for parallelism�

Throughout this paper A � U�WT denotes the singular value decom�
position of the matrix A where

U � �u�� � � � � um� are the orthonormal left singular vectors�
� � diag��i� the diagonal matrix of singular values �� � �� � � � � � �n
and W � �w�� � � � � wn� denotes the orthonormal right singular vectors�
We will be concerned only with the computation of right singular vectors

since the left ones can be obtained for example by noticing that they satisfy
ui �

�
�i
Awi� This formula may� however� not give a satisfactory accuracy on

the left singular vectors if wi is not well approximated� One remedy discussed
in ��� consists in using the obtained left approximation as starting point and
re�ning the approximation of the left singular vector using inverse iteration

on AAT or on

�
� A

AT �

�
�

This paper is organized as follows� In x� we brie�y recall the block Lanczos
algorithm� in x we recall Davidson�s method and give some convergence
analysis for computing the smallest singular values� We also discuss several
preconditioning techniques for Davidson�s method� x
 is devoted to nume�
rical experiments and comparison between the two methods for computing
the smallest singular values�
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� The block Lanczos algorithm for AT
Ax � �

�
x

A block version of Lanczos algorithm with block size l for the m� n matrix
ATA can be written in the following

����� Algorithm �

� Set V� � �� B� � �
Choose V� � Rn�l with V T

� V� � I

A� � V T
� A

TAV�

� for k � �� �� � � � � maxiter

Sj � ATAVj � Vj��B
T
j

Aj � V T
j Sj

Rj�� � Sj � VjAj

Vj��Bj�� � Rj�� QR decomposition

The matrix ATA is of course never formed explicitly� only successive com�
putation of the form AT �A�V �� are needed� The matrices Vk� Sk� Rk for
k � �� �� � � � are n� l� Aj and Bj are l� l� with Aj symmetric� The matrices
Vj�� and Bj�� are de�ned by the QR factorization of Rj��� so that Bj�� is
upper triangular and the column of Vj�� are orthonormal� The block Lanc�
zos vectors can be grouped together as the columns of an n � kl matrix Vk
where Vk � �V�� V�� � � � � Vk�� it is easy to show that the columns of Vk remain
orthonormal provided none of the upper triangular matrices Bj are rank
de�cient� Furthermore the columns of Vk form an orthonormal basis of the
Krylov subspace Kk�ATA� V�� � SpanfV�� ATAV�� � � � � �ATA�k��V�g� The
restriction Tk of the matrix A

TA to Kk�A
TA� V�� is the kl�kl band matrix

Tk � V t
kA

TAVk �

�
BBBBBBBB�

A� Bt
� � � � � �

B� A� Bt
�
� � �

���

�
�� �

� � �
� � � �

���
� � �

� � �
� � � Bt

k

� � � � � Bk Ak

�
CCCCCCCCA

���

with half band l  ��
The convergence analysis of the block Lanczos algorithm� that is the

convergence of some eigenvalues of Tk towards some eigenvalues of A
TA has
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already been studied in ��� ����� We recall one of the main convergence
result�

Theorem ��� Let �� � �� � � � � � �kl be the eigenvalues of Tk labelled in
increasing order� and assume that k steps of block Lanczos algorithm have
been carried out� then for j � �� � � � � l

� �
��j � ��j

��n � ��j
�

�
� tan�!l�

Tk��

�
���j
���j

	


�
�

where �j �
��l�� � ��j

��n � ��j
���

and

� �
��n�j�� � ��kl�j��

��n�j�� � ���
�

�
� tan�"l�

Tk��

�
���j
���j

	


�
�

��

where �j �
��
l��
���j

��n��
�
j

� �j �
��n�j����

�
n�l

��n�j����
�
�

� !l �resp�"l� denotes the prin�

ciple angle between spanfV�g and the invariant subspace associated with the
l smallest �resp� largest� singular values of A and Tk�� is the Chebyshev
polynomial of order k � ��

Proof See ���� and especially ���� for an improved result� �

It is easy to see that the bounds ��� and �� are quite satisfactory in the case
of convergence to an extremal singular value of A� However� in practice� it is
not always true that both ends of the spectrum are equally approximated�

In the case of the smallest singular value� bound ��� shows that the
convergence rate of block Lanczos method depends on the gap between the
square of the smallest singular value �min and the square of the next lth

singular value �l��� and on the spread �
�
max� ��l��of the unwanted singular

values� The larger this gap and this spread the larger the gain in speed�
Note that the gap and the spread would be ��� � ��min and �

�
max � ��� if we

had used the standard Lanczos method� We conclude that if the smallest
singular values are close� block Lanczos with block size as large as the num�
ber of singular values in a given cluster can be helpful for accelerating the
convergence�

In Theorem ������ it is not assumed that Algorithm � restarts periodi�
cally� thing that is very often used as remedy to the growth in storage �����
There is� however� no di�culty in proving convergence of Algorithm � when
restarting is used� but bounds similar to ��� and �� remain to be done in
this case�
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We do not want to develop any further the properties of the block Lanc�
zos and prefer to refer to the literature ���� for the details�

� The generalized Davidson method for AT
Ax �

�
�
x

Davidson published his algorithm in quantum chemistry �eld �	� as an e��
cient way to compute the lowest energy levels and the corresponding wave
functions of the Schr#odinger operator� The matrix dealt with must be stron�
gly diagonally dominant in the sense that its eigenvectors are close to the
canonical vectors� The algorithm uses then the diagonal as preconditioner�
In �� �� Davidson�s method has been used with general preconditioner�

From now on� Ck stands for a set of n�n preconditioning matrices whose
choice will be discussed later�

��� Algorithm �

The following algorithm computes the l smallest eigenpairs of the matrix
ATA� m is a given integer which limits the dimension of the basis� MGS

stands for Modi�ed Gram Schmidt Procedure

Choose an initial orthonormal matrix V� �� �v�� � � � � vl� � Rn�l �

for k � �� � � � do

�� Compute the matrix Uk �� AVk�
�� Compute the matrix Wk �� ATUk�
� Compute the Rayleigh matrix Hk �� V T

k Wk�

� Compute the l smallest eigenpairs ���k�i� yki���i�l of Hk�
	� Compute the vectors xk�i �� Vkyk�i� for i � �� � � � � l�
�� Compute the residuals rk�i ��Wkyk�i � ��k�ixk�i for i � �� � � � � l�

if convergence then exit�
�� Compute the new directions tk�i �� Ckirk�i� for i � �� � � � � l�
�� if dim�Vk� � m� l

then Vk�� ��MGS�Vk� tk��� � � � � tk�l��
else Vk�� ��MGS�xk��� � � � � xk�l� tk��� � � � � tk�l��
end if
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end for

Here again� an important characteristic of the algorithm is that the
matrix ATA is not required explicitly� All that it is required is two su�
broutines that compute A 	 u and At 	 v for given vectors u and v� At
step k� the basis Vk�� is obtained from Vk by incorporating the vectors
tk�i � Ck�irk�i� i � �� � � � � l after orthonormalization� The subspace spanned
by Vk is not a Krylov subspace and if the matrices Ck�i are not diagonal�
then l linear systems must be solved at each iteration� The hope is to reach
the convergence very quickly with a small value of m� thus rewarding the
extra cost involved by these system resolutions� A detailed convergence ana�
lysis of the above algorithm can be found in ��� We give here a simpli�ed
convergence result for the smallest singular value�

��� Rate of convergence of the smallest singular value

For i � �� �� � � � � l� it is clear that the sequence f��k�ig is decreasing and

bounded below by ��i � hence it converges�
For the sake of simplicity we restrict the study to the case l � � where

only the smallest singular value is sought� The numerical experiments deal�
however� with the case where more than one singular value is computed� We
simplify the notation in Algorithm � and drop the subscript i� We denote by
���� x� the smallest eigenpair ofATA� �

�

and �max denote the second and the
largest singular values of A� by f���k � xk�gk the sequence of Ritz value$Ritz
vector obtained at step 	 and by tk � Ckrk where rk � �ATA � ��kI�xk
the step �� We �nally denote by sk the vector xk � tk and by 	k the angle
� �Vk� sk� between the subspace spanned by Vk and the vector sk�

We have the following result�

Lemma 	��

jrTk Ckrkj � k sk k�

q
k Avk�� k

�
� � ��k��

q
��k � ��k��j sin�	k�j �
�

Proof The new vector vk�� of the basis constructed at step k of Algorithm
� is such that vk�� �

zk��
kzk��k�

where zk�� � �I � VkV
T
k �Ckrk�

Since ��k�� is the smallest eigenvalue obtained from Vk��� the optimality
of Raleigh�Ritz procedure ���� ensures that

��k�� �
�xk � 
vk���

TATA�xk � 
vk���

�  
�


 � R
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�
��k � �
v

T
k��A

TAxk  
�vTk��A
TAvk��

�  
�


 � R�

Hence� for any 
 �� �� such that sgn�
� � sgn�vTk��A
TAxk�

j�vTk��A
TAxkj �

�

j
j
���k � ��k���  j
j�vTk��A

TAvk�� � ��k���

By choosing j
j �

�
��
k
���

k��

vT
k��

ATAvk�����k��

�

�

we have

jvTk��A
TAxk j � ��

�
k � ��k���

�

� �vTk��A
TAvk�� � ��k���

�

� �

The proof follows by noticing that

vTk��A
TAxk �

rTk Ckrk

k zk�� k�

and that
k zk�� k� � k �I � VkV

T
k �sk k� � k sk k�j sin�	k�j

�

Theorem 	�� If the preconditioning matrix Ck is positive �or negative� de�
�nite� then Algorithm � converges�

Proof If the preconditioning matrix Ck is positive de�nite� then from
�
� and the convergence of f��kg� we have limk�� rTk Ckrr � � and thus
limk�� rk � �� We conclude that limk�� �k is a singular value of A� �

� Choice of preconditioning

We now discuss some choices of the preconditioning matrix Ck� Note that
if no preconditioning is used� that is if Ck � � I� � �� �� then the block
Lanczos method is recovered under an costly implementation� On the other
hand� as was already pointed out a diagonal preconditioning of the form
Ck � �D� ��kI�

�� with D � diag�ATA� is the simplest choice� It is e�ective
only if the eigenvectors of ATA are close to the canonical vectors� If we take
a good approximation to ATA� then we are faced to the problem of solving
�several� linear systems at each iteration and the amount of work could be
untolerably high�
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In order to overcome this di�culty� we propose to take Ck � M�� as a
preconditioner in Algorithm�� where M is a good approximation to ATA�
An advantage is that the cost remains low since the matrix M is constant
during the iterations� Furthermore it is clear that the convergence result of
Theorem �� still holds as soon asM is positive �or negative� de�nite� With
this modi�cation sk � xk � tk � �I �M��ATA�xk  ��kM

��xk which shows
that ifM is a good approximation to ATA� and if we write xk � 
kx �kyk �
where yk is of norm � and yk  x� the components of sk will be dominated
by those of �ATA���xk �

�k
��

x �k�A
TA���yk � Now if � is small compared

to the other singular values� then the components of x becomes increasingly
dominant�

Theorem 
�� Assume thatM is such that at some step k� k
�
M�� � �ATA���

	
rk k

�
�

O���� then

� �
��k�� � ��

��k � ��
�

��

�
������ � ���

��max � ���
��

��max � sin
� �k���max � ���

 O��� �	�

where �k � � �xk� x� is the angle between xk and x�

Proof tk � M��rk whence sk � xk � tk � ��k�A
TA���xk � uk with

uk � �M
�� � �ATA����rk

Now if we decompose the vector xk as xk � cos�kx  sin �kyk where

yk � fxg�� then sk � ��k

h
�
��
cos�kx sin �k�A

TA���yk
i
 uk�

The optimality of Rayleigh�Ritz procedure ensures that

��k�� �
sTkA

TAsk

k sk k
� ���

so that

��k�� � �� �
sTk �A

TA� ��I�sk

k sk k
� ���

�
��k sin

� �ky
T
k

�
�ATA��� � ���ATA���

	
yk  O����

��k

�
�
��
cos��k  sin��kk �ATA���yk k

�
	
 O���

���

�
��k sin

� �ky
T
k

�
�ATA��� � ���ATA���

	
yk

��k

�
�
��
cos��k  sin��kk �ATA���yk k

�
	  O��� ���
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�

�

�
��
� ��

��max

�
��
cos��k  

�
��max

sin��k
sin��k  O��� ����

�
��

�
��

��max � ���
��

��max � sin
� �k���max � ���

sin� �k  O��� ����

The proof follows by using the classical inequality ���� sin� �k �
��
k
���

�
�����

� �

It is important to stress that� unlike theorem ���� theorem 
�� provides es�
timates on the singular values within one iteration� These estimates are often
pessimistic and �k may converge towards � much better than this theorem
predicts� However� they are acceptable in the important case where the smal�
lest singular value � is small compared to the others� Consider for example

a matrix in which � � ���� �
�

� then ��max��
��

��

��max�sin
� �k���max��

��
is bounded by

�  tg��k and is expected to settle down around � while
��

�
� �
��

� �
����

� �����

The choice of the preconditioning matrix M plays a crucial role for the
success of the method� We have seen that the better the approximation to
�ATA���� the closer the vector sk to x� The extreme case happens when
M � �ATA���� This case� although usually impossible in practice� may be
used to enlighten the theory�

Proposition 
�� Assume that M � �ATA���� then the columns of Vk cons�
tructed by Algorithm � form an orthonormal basis of the Krylov subspace

Kk��A
TA���� V�� � SpanfV�� �A

TA���V�� � � � � �A
TA��k��V�g where V�

denotes the rectangular matrix used at each restart�

Proof Follows from the fact that Vk �MGS�Vk��� tk����� � � � � tk���l� and
in this case for i � �� � � � � l� tk���i � �A

TA���rk���i � xk���i��
�
k���i�A

TA���xk���i �

Vk���iyk���i � ��k���i�A
TA���Vk���iyk���i �

We can thus� in this case� derive optimal bounds for Davidson�s method�
The smallest singular value of the matrix Hk satis�es

��k � min
v�K

vTATAv

vT v
where K � Kk

�
�ATA���� V�

	
�

Let w � �ATA�
�

� v then

�

��k
� max

v�K�

wT �ATA���w

wTw
where K� � Kk

�
�ATA���� �ATA�

�

�V�

	
�
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This means that Davidson�s method applied to ATA for computing the
smallest singular values amounts� in this case� to Lanczos method applied to
�ATA��� for computing the largest singular values� Unlike Lanczos method�
Davidson�s method does not require the explicit use of �ATA���� one can be
happy with any good approximation to �ATA��� in step � of Algorithm ��
The disadvantages over Lanczos method are the cost and the storage which
are high and the fact that the projected matrix Hk is not band as was the
matrix Tk in ���� A straightforward application of theorem ���� bound ���
leads us to the following theorem

Theorem 
�� Assume that M � �ATA���� and that k steps of Algorithm
� have been carried out� then

� �

�
��
� �

��
k

�
��
� �

��max

�

�
� tan�l�

Tk��

�
��	
��	

	


�
�

����

where � �

�

��
� �

��
l��

�

��
� �

��max

and l denotes the principle angle between spanf�A
TA�

�

�V�g

and the invariant subspace associated with the l smallest singular values of
A and Tk�� is the Chebyshev polynomial of order k � ��

Let us consider the favourable singular value distribution in which � �
�����l�� and � � ��

���max� then� after �� steps of Algorithm � and if no�

thing goes wrong� ���� will be approximated by ��
�

�
�k

	�
�
�
tan�l�� ����
�� ��

���
��
�

� Numerical experiments

Our main concern in this section is to illustrate the behaviour of Davidson�s
method for computing the smallest singular values� and to give comparisons
with Lanczos� method� We choose a set of realistic test matrices coming all
but one� from the Harwell�Boeing set of sparse matrices ���� The experiments
have been performed on an IBM$RISC �����		� using double precision�
Before considering our test examples� let us recall that steps � to 	 in Al�
gorithm � are nothing but the Rayleigh�Ritz procedure ���� applied to ATA

where only the last columns of Uk � Wk and Hk are computed at each ite�
ration� We point out that only the matrix A is stored and that we access
the elements of AT using the data structure of A� The algorithm involves
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intensive use of matrix�matrix operations �BLAS  level� and the desired
eigenpairs of Hk� step 
 in Algorithm �� are computed with EISPACK thus
the portability of the algorithm is preserved on a wide class of computers�
In order to keep the complexity of the algorithm at a reasonable level and
since some of the l singular values may converge before others� we choose
to restart the algorithm not only when the maximum size of the basis is
reached� but also whenever a singular vector xk�i is converged� In this latter
case we put the converged singular vector at the beginning of the basis so
that all the vectors are orthogonalized against it� We then restart with a
reduced block size� This may be considered as a cheap de�ation technique�

Concerning the preconditioner Ck�i� we choose �rst the most commonly
used one Ck�i � �D � ��k�iI�

�� where D is the diagonal of ATA� we call
DAVID this version of Davidson�s method� The second choice is of the form
Ck�i � �MTM��� where M is an incomplete LU factorization of A� the
so called ILUTH which consists in removing any entry of A which is less
that some prespeci�ed drop tolerance� We call DAVIDLU this version� The
reason of this choice is essentially due to its simplicity and the reasonable
good results derived from it� More interesting preconditioners based on an
incomplete factorization of ATA rather than A �incomplete Cholesky of ATA

or incomplete QR factorization of A etc� � �� should worthwhile and will be
investigated later�

The Lanczos method we choose to compare with is a sparse SVD via
a hybrid block Lanczos procedure for eigensystems of the form ATA called
BLSVD� developed by Berry ��� and available from netlib� BLSVD is nor�
mally designed to approximate the largest singular values and only a small
modi�cation� indicated by the author� is made for obtaining the smallest
ones�

Both algorithms �Davidson and Lanczos� needs initial starting vectors� a
maximum size mmax for the basis� an initial block size nblock and the num�
ber of desired singular values nvalues� In order to make a fair comparison
between the di�erent methods� we use the same above parameters�
For each test example we give a table summarizing the obtained results� We
list in these tables the l singular values as computed by EISPACK and those
computed by BLSVD� DAVID and DAVIDLU� The numbers in parentheses
indicate the residual norm k ATA%x� %��%x k�� where %� and %x �k %x k� � ��
denote the computed singular value and the corresponding right singular
vector� The quantity mat�vec is equal to the number of multiplications by
A plus the number of multiplications by AT � The execution time is also
reported� The parameter tol is the drop tolerance for ILUTH preconditioning
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and �ll�in is the �ll�in produced during the incomplete factorization of A�
As a matter of fact we have tested di�erent values of the parameter tol� but
we report only the one which maintains the �ll�in in the same order as the
number of nonzero elements of A�

For the three methods� we set itmax � �	� as an upper bound on the
number of outer iterations� The algorithms terminate when itmax is excee�
ded�

Matrix ADI� This matrix comes from information retrieval and seismic
tomography applications ��� and is available from netlib� It is rectangular
with �
 rows and �� columns and �
 nonzero elements� This example does
not present any special di�culty� we only use it for comparison purposes�
We compare BLSVD and DAVID for computing the � smallest singular
values and the corresponding right singular vectors� For the three methods
we used mmax � 
�� nblock � nvalues � � and a stopping criterion such
that the residual norm is less than ���	� The results are listed in Table ��
Both methods perform well� especially BLSVD where the precision in the
obtained residuals is higher than required� This is because Lanczos� method
checks the stopping criterion only periodically and hence convergence may
be obtained before the iterations terminate�

singular values singular values�Residuals� singular values�Residuals�
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Table �� Computation of the � smallest singular pairs
Matrix ADI
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Matrix PORES	� This matrix comes from the Harwell�Boeing set of test
matrices� It arises from reservoir simulation� It is square of order 	� and
has 
�
 nonzero elements� The smallest singular values are not small in
magnitude� but they are small in comparison with the largest ones� For
example �min � �������	���� and �max � �
����������	�	 which
means� for the three methods that ��min � ��� ��

�����max� Here again we
used mmax � 
�� nblock � nvalues � � and a the stopping criterion such
that the residual norm is less than ���	� Neither BLSVD nor DAVID were
capable of computing the � wanted singular values� In Table � we list the
results obtained by DAVIDLU�

singular values singular values�Residuals�
EISPACK DAVIDLU
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Table �� Computation of the � smallest singular pairs
Matrix PORES

Matrix SHERMAN�� This matrix comes also from the Harwell�Boeing
set of test matrices and arises from the three dimensional simulation of black
oil� It is symmetric but we can treat it as an unsymmetric matrix� The order
is ���� with �	� nonzero elements� It has � singular value of order ����� 
�
of order ����� ��� of order ����� �	� of order ����� �	 equal to � and the last
��� singular values lie between ����	��
���� and 	��

�������	
� We
used the same parametersmmax� nblock� nvalues and the stopping criterion
as in the previous examples� Here again neither BLSVD nor DAVID were
capable of computing the � wanted singular values� In Table  we list the
results obtained by DAVIDLU�
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singular values singular values�Residuals�
EISPACK DAVIDLU
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Table � Computation of the � smallest singular pairs
Matrix SHERMAN�

Matrix HOR�	�� This matrix also comes from the Harwell�Boeing set of
test matrices� It arises in the �ow network problem� It is square of order


 with 
��� nonzero elements and has �� singular values of order ���
�

 of order ����� ��� of order ����� �� of order ���� and � of order �����
With mmax � ��� nblock � nvalues � �� and a stopping criterion such
that the residual norm is less than ����� Table 
 reports the results given
by DAVIDLU� After �
� outer iterations and ���
 matrix�vector multipli�
cations �����
������
E�	 and ��
�
	�
����E�	 where declared good
singular values with corresponding residuals ��	E�� and ��	�E�� by DA�
VID� A look on Table 
 reveals that the two numbers �����
������
E�	
and ��
�
	�
����E�	 lie respectively between the smallest and the se�
cond and between the fourth and the �fth singular values of A� BLSVD did
not converge�

In the conclusion� we can say that the numerical results con�rm that
Lanczos and the standard Davidson method are� in general� not suitable for
computing the smallest singular values� The results given by the modi�cation
we introduced in Davidson�s method are e�ective and by far superior to
those obtained by the two previous methods� There are� however� some still
problems regarding the choice of the preconditioner� The ideal would be to
�nd a reliable approximation to ATA using the data structure of A� We will
investigate this later�
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singular values singular values�Residuals�
EISPACK DAVIDLU
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Table 
� Computation of the �� smallest singular pairs
Matrix HOR��
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